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Introduction:
     Water has an incredibly dynamic nature and, in natural
 systems, is never a completely uniform solution of just H2O
 molecules.  Even slight changes in the concentration of
 certain molecules can have a great impact on water properties
 such as pH.  These changes can come from a number of sources,
 including upstream source pollution or from air pollution that
 became associated with water vapor during condensation, or
 even from natural precipitation.  According to the United
 States Geological Survey (1999), unpolluted rain does not have
 a neutral pH, but rather has a slightly acidic pH of 5.7 as a
 result of the association of water vapor and carbon dioxide
 during condensation.  The source of such property changes is
 not important for the purposes of this study, but there are
 two concepts that are important.  The first is the
 understanding that changes are happening all the time,
 naturally and unnaturally, creating environmental conditions
 that must be coped with by every organism in the system; case
 in point: water systems experience a change in pH every time
 it rains.  The second, is to understand the effects that water
 property changes have on the functioning ability of the cells
 of living organisms.
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      The cells that I will be examining belong to a plant
 called Elodea (Egeria sp.), which grow from the bottom of
 freshwater streams and lakes.  What interests me in these
 cells -- besides my personal fascination with plants -- is the
 surprisingly large amount of intracellular movement one can
 observe when watching them under a microscope.  Upon viewing a
 hydrated sample, one can clearly see dozens of chloroplasts
 streaming along in what appear to be cytoplasmic rivers along
 the cell walls and across the cell widths.  After my initial
 observation of the cells, I became aware of a number of
 questions.  For instance, since not all of the cells in one
 leaf sample have equal amounts of intracellular movement, what
 factors are affecting the rate of movement?  More
 specifically, how does the chemistry of the water affect
 intracellular movement?
      I believe that the rate of intracellular movement in
 Elodea cells is directly proportional to the acidity of the
 water around them, and that an increase in acidity will lead
 to a decrease in the rate of intracellular movement.  In order
 to test this hypothesis, I will be taking measurements of the
 rate of intracellular movement in samples of Elodea cells that
 have been exposed to one of two solutions that differ in pH.
  One solution will be my unmodified control, and the other
 will have hydrochloric acid (HCl) added to it and function as
 my experimental solution.  Both solutions will be of filtered
 natural pond water (FNPW).  My experiment will be conducted in
 conjunction with Christina Langevin's experiment on the
 effects of temperature on the rate of intracellular movement.

 

Procedure:
                    Materials:

1 Liter of Natural Pond
 Water (NPW)
Elodea plants in the
 water
(x2) 0.06 L (2 oz) sample
 of filtered NPW (FNPW)
                                   
6 M hydrochloric acid
 (HCl) solution
Ricca Chemical pH 7
 Buffer Solution

Millex-GV 0.22 µm Filter
 Unit
Nikon E200 microscope
sony digital Interface
 DFW-X700 camera
Mac G4 w/ OSX
 operating system
BTV Pro, Image J, Adobe
 Photoshop 7 programs
electronic pH meter w/
 saturated KCl solution
 and porous glass
 electrode
misc: slides, pipettes,
 "kim wipes"

                      Methods:
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1)   Some of the pond water was filtered for solutions that could
 be used in the experiment.  The filter is necessary because it can
 remove all objects lager than 0.22 microns in width, thereby
 preventing the unpredictable interference from any solid objects
 in the water.  Two containers were filled with approximately 0.06
 L of FNPW.  One container was labeled "control" and would not be
 modified in any way beyond the filtering.  The other container was
 labeled "experimental" and would later have 6 M HCl added to it in
 order to simulate the acidic rain water (pH 5.7).

2)   The pH of the two samples of FNPW were measured with the
 electronic pH meter.  This meter is kept in a buffered solution
 and needs to be cleaned with deionized water and kim wipes before
 use.  To ensure accurate readings, and to prevent contamination of
 the solutions, the meter must be cleaned every time it is removed
 from a solution.  To calibrate, the meter was put in Ricca Chem pH
 7 buffer and adjusted for accuracy.  After a cleaning, the pH
 meter determined that our control solution had a basic pH of 8.42,
 which is noteworthy because it is not neutral.
      At this point I needed to make the experimental solution.
  For this I had assistance from Dr. Morris, who added tiny drops
 of the HCl solution to the edge of the container one at a time,
 stopping after each one to seal the container and mixing the
 solutions.  Each time, the pH was measured before another drop was
 added.  This conservatism was necessary because of the strength of
 the HCl solution; we did not want the pH of the experimental
 solution to become too acidic.

after one drop the pH measured 7.1
after 2 drops, no change in pH
after 3 drops, pH = 6.25
after 4 drops, no change in pH
after 5 drops, no change in pH
after 6 drops, pH = 5.2
pH was declared too acidic and a few mL of control was added,
 pH = 6.1

     The original target pH of the control was 5.7, but 6.1 was
 determined to be sufficient given a couple of factors.  First, it
 is extremely difficult to create a precise pH of the solution and
 6.1 is very close to 5.7.  Second, because the experiment was a
 test of changes in acidity, 6.1 is sufficiently more acidic than
 the control (8.42).

3)   Samples of leaves in solution were prepared for observation
 under the microscope.  Two small leaves from the growing tip of
 the apical bud were removed from a plant and placed on slides.  A
 few small drops of control solution were added to each of the
 slides and cover slips iced the cake.  Both slides were observed
 independently under the microscope and a full size video (1034 x
 779 px) showing intracellular movement was made for each one.  The
 videos were saved to the ICUC server and catalogued for later
 analysis.

4)   More samples of leaves in solution were prepared for
 observation.  As before, two leaves from the growing tip of the
 apical bud were removed from a plant and placed on slides.  This
 time, however, a few small drops of the experimental solution was
 added before the cover slips went on.  The first sample was
 observed under the microscope and a video was made of the
 intracellular movement.  A few moments later, the other sample was
 observed and a video was made using techniques consistent with the
 established procedure of the experiment.
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5)   Two days later, the pH of the control and experimental
 solutions was again measured with the same electronic meter.  No
 further leaf samples would be made with these solutions, but I
 wanted to note whether the solutions had changed or stayed the
 same, as that information might be useful for analyzing the
 results, generating new questions after making conclusions, or in
 postulating about the functioning dynamics of water systems.  Care
 was taken to ensure the measurements were accurate, as the meter
 was again calibrated with the same pH 7 buffer and cleaned after
 every measurement.  The pH of the control solution was measured at
 8.18, which was down from the original measurement of 8.42.  Upon
 measuring the pH of the experimental solution it was discovered
 that it too had changed.  The pH had risen from 6.1 to 6.93.

6)   The data from the four videos was evaluated so that
 conclusions could be generated about the results.

1. For each of the videos, screen shots of three frames were
 exported for analysis.  The videos could not be used in their
 entirety because the files were too large.  The frames were
 selected purposefully in an attempt to split the time of the
 videos, more or less, into thirds, so that the measurements
 made would span the entire length of observation time recorded
 by the videos.

2. Once the frames had been properly saved, they were opened in
 the program, 'Image J'

3. Starting with the frame set of the first control video, three
 chloroplasts were randomly selected in one frame and their
 pixel coordinates were recorded.  The same chloroplasts were
 identified in the other two frames and again, the pixilary
 coordinates were recorded.

4. 'Image J' was then used to draw a line on one of the frames
 that connected all three coordinates.

5. The line drawn was then measured, by the 'Image J' program, in
 pixels.  This length was recorded.

6. Pixel length was then converted to length in microns by
 multiplying the length in pixels by 1.53 (Lab 4, 2003).

7. Each of the other three videos were analyzed using the same
 process described above.
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Results:

Links of individual frames lead to
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 single pics of that frame.  All pics
 of individual frames are 1580.5 µ x
 1190.3 µ, or 1.58 mm x 1.2 mm.
  Combined pics, accessed through
 links of the trial number, are of the
 same scale.  The combined pics were
 made by the 'Image J' program, which
 shrinks the pixel dimensions during
 of the individual frame shots while
 keeping the scale consistent.  Frames
 are displayed in the composites in
 the order they are listed above the
 data tables, from top left to top
 right to lower left.

                     Control 1 -- Frame (seconds): 1 (0.2), 148 (10.2), 297 (20)  -- Total µ / Avg:  487.2
 / 162.4

Frame X Y Length (pixels) Distance (microns)
   1 835 245    175.7 px
   148 995 260    160.7    267.1 µ
   297 995 275    15

   1 510 230    86 px
   148 475 210    40.3    130.7 µ
   297 430 202    45.7

   1 882 675    58.8 px
   148 872 670    11.2    89.4 µ
   297 835 640    47.6

                     Control 2 -- Frame (seconds): 1 (0.0), 115 (7.25), 223 (15)  --  Total µ / Avg:  532.1
 / 177.4

Frame X Y Length (pixels) Distance (microns)
   1 715 360    60 px
   115 732 360    17    91.2 µ
   223 770 340    43

   1 530 625    172.3 px
   115 570 700    85    262 µ
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   223 650 735    87.3

   1 555 522    117.7 px
   115 620 508    67    178.9 µ
   223 670 500    50.7

                     Experimental 1 -- Frame (seconds): 1 (0.0), 115 (7.26), 222 (15.01)  --  Total µ /
 Avg:  601.6 / 200.5

Frame X Y Length (pixels) Distance (microns)
   1 645 255    255.9 px
   115 600 345    100.6    389 µ
   222 515 475    155.3

   1 605 450    80.8 px
   115 590 455    15.8    122.8 µ
   222 525 455    65

   1 325 280    59.1 px
   115 370 310    54.1    89.8 µ
   222 375 310    5

                     Experimental 2 -- Frame (seconds): 1 (0.0), 132 (9), 222 (15.01)  --  Total µ /
 Avg:  298.1 / 99.4

Frame X Y Length (pixels) Distance (microns)
   1 575 185    105.6 px
   132 565 155    31.6    160.5 µ
   222 530 90    74

   1 995 700    40 px
   132 1015 665    40   60.8 µ
   222 1015 665    --

   1 835 575    50.54 px
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   132 825 565    14.14    76.8 µ
   222 815 530    36.4

Trial Avg Total Dis
 (µ)

Total Time
 (sec)

Avg Rate
 (µ/sec)

C1    162.4    20.0    8.12
C2    177.4    15.0    11.83
 ---       169.9       17.5       9.98

Ex1    200.5    15.01    13.4
Ex2    99.4    15.01    6.6
 ---       150.0       15.01       9.99

Discussion and Conclusion:
                    Discussion:   ** bullet numbers here correspond with bullets in 'Methods' ** 

1)   The length of time the entire experimental project took could
 have had a profound effect on the state of the pond water and on
 the rate of cell movement.  Ten days before the data was
 collected, the rate of intracellular movement was extremely high
 in the vast majority of the cells.  However, at the time of data
 collection, very few cells had enough movement to warrant any
 observation for data collection.  I would like to note that I do
 believe in the accuracy of the procedure for filtering the water,
 but I cannot deny the possibility that the extended time of the
 project created serious problems for the accuracy and the
 integrity of the experiment.

2)   The process of measuring the pH level of all the solutions
 went very well, and I feel confident about the accuracy of the
 methods.  Two things to note:  First, I was a little surprised
 that the pH of the control solution of FNPW was so basic.  I had
 originally intended for the control to have a neutral pH.  It is
 possible that the Elodea cells were not as active at the time of
 data collection because of the basic pH of the NPW, but this is
 just speculation.  Second, because some drops of HCl in FNPW did
 not change the pH, We can assume that some buffering agents were
 present in the sample.  Since it is unclear, exactly, which
 buffering agents are present, this becomes a possible source for
 unknown error.

3)   The videos taken were not of high quality, but they provided
 the necessary information for data analysis.  The video playback
 was choppy and the focus quality was inconsistent at times.  The
 videos were taken at the maximum resolution allowed by the camera
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 and program, and it is likely that the large amount of computer
 memory required to take these videos is responsible for the choppy
 playback; video made at a lower resolution might have worked
 better, especially because the maximum picture size that can be
 posted on this web site is only 640 x 480 pixels.

4)  The videos made of the experimental samples had the same
 problems as the control videos, and again a smaller resolution
 might have been better.  Of course, there were other design issues
 with the experiment that became apparent here.  For example,
 according to my hypothesis, the rate of intracellular movement
 should decrease when the cells are exposed to increased acidic
 conditions.  However, the first experimental sample showed the
 highest rate of movement for any of the four samples by a sizable
 margin.  The second experimental sample seemed to support the
 claim of the hypothesis, as its rate of movement was the lowest of
 the four.  This could be the result of allowing it to sit for a
 little while before evaluation, but there is no way to be certain
 since no other experimental samples were made.

5)   The fact that the original samples of FNPW had dramatically
 different pH levels only two days later is very interesting.  This
 phenomenon generated several questions, including:  what is in the
 water that could be buffering the pH of the solution?  Why was the
 pH of the original sample of NPW so basic to begin with?  Does the
 fact that the pH of both solutions -- one basic and one acidic --
 changed in the direction of neutrality (7.0) suggest anything more
 profound about the ability of water systems to maintain neutral pH
 levels?  This also raises questions about the accuracy of the
 equipment used to measure the pH of these solutions.

6)   Quantifying the rate of intracellular movement is difficult
 because of the dynamic nature of the cells.  One can possibly
 notice differences in rates of movement by eye and inherently
 identify values, but that is not good science and does not help to
 accurately test the hypothesis.
      The method used to quantify the data is highly tedious.  In
 no way does that make this process unique, but it can lead to
 inaccuracies in the analysis.  For example, only three
 chloroplasts were selected for each of the four frame sets, but
 several dozen chloroplasts are observable in the frames.  It is
 possible that I did not measure the distance traveled by enough
 chloroplasts to ensure maximum accuracy of my analysis.  It is
 also possible that I was subject to some bias in the 'random'
 selection of these chloroplasts in an attempt to support the claim
 of my hypothesis.  In the future I would try to find a program
 that used a better method for estimating relative amounts of
 change and movement.

                     Conclusions:

     In future experiments, I would either use much fresher plant
 clippings or would manage rooted plants for experiments.  It is my
 understanding that when plants are clipped at the base of the stem
 and separated from their roots, they die.  The extended time of
 the project most likely had serious deleterious effects on the
 Elodea plants used in the experiment (in other words, dead plants
 no good).  I would also want to make at least twice as many
 control and experimental samples.  Having more measurements to
 compare could lead to a notable increase in the accuracy of the
 analysis.  I would also want to measure the pixel distance
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 traveled of more chloroplasts in each of the frame sets.  The
 ratio of chloroplasts measured to chloroplasts present used in
 this experiment was simply not sufficient for generating accurate
 assumptions.
      A word on the experimental process:  The development of this
 project -- from the preliminary brainstorming and observations, to
 the generation of a hypothesis, to the execution of the experiment
 before analyzing the data and finalizing the report -- had a
 number of very good moments, as a result of a fair amount of
 quality work.  On the positive side, I remain very interested in
 the topic as it relates closely to other important scientific
 fields like botany, hydrology and environmental quality
 evaluation.  Indeed, these topics asks similar questions and often
 develop complimentary answers that transcend the intellectual
 boundaries between disciplines.  If my hypothesis is in fact
 supported, it could have substantial implications in how future
 environmental and ecological experiments are designed.  On the
 negative side, while I believe the overall design and intent of
 the experiment I conducted is a good test of the hypothesis I
 generated, I do not believe that the execution of the experiment
 produced a complete and accurate product.  Much of the designated
 lab time was frustratingly unproductive, as is usually the case
 when the methods for an experiment are being developed as the
 experiment is being conducted.
      One of the reason's for disapointment in the final product is
 that I did not end up with a lot of scientific data, but instead
 recorded a lot of anecdotal data.  For this project, the results
 of both control trials differ from one another, and the results of
 both experimental trials differ as well.  By comparing each trial
 separately, the power a data set can carry is diminished.  However
 in this case, comparing control and experimental conditions by
 combining trial data produces very different conclusions and
 changes the results of the experiment completely.  Normally, if
 there is no evidence that the trials should vary, the data would
 be put together and treated as one value, but the possibility of
 variation among trials was something that I had not anticipated or
 planned for in the design of the experiment.  That said, the
 variation in trials that did occur was too significant to ignore,
 as was the change in conclusions by combining the trials.  As easy
 as it would be to fudge the data and combine the trials, that
 would not be good science.  In addition.  If this experiment were
 repeated, I could anticipate the variation in data and would
 attempt to include in the experimental design a way to negate the
 impact of such variation.
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